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Measurements

10/20

Collection: A flexible system of rectangular modules, BRIXX offers exceptional comfort, 360° functionality and 
accessibility from all sides. Combining Italian craftsmanship with fashion expertise, BRIXX is fully upholstered in a 
luxurious, 50% recycled fabric that’s water-repellent for indoor/outdoor use. Simple yet sophisticated, the collection 
features a refined material mix, playful accessories and appealing graphic contrasts.

Circle cushion: This circle cushion with removable fabric cover is a key decorative element designed to enhance the 
appealing geometric look of the BRIXX modular system.
Frame: This cushion consists foam and features a removable cover exclusively in DUNE and PUNO fabric.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Maintenance: To clean the fabric covers, remove them and wash them by hand.

BRIXX
Circle cushion

Design by Lorenza Bozzoli | Item code: 95092089697 

Fabric Standard

697
DUNE

cove/shore

694
DUNE 

straw/reed
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Collection: A flexible system of rectangular modules, BRIXX offers exceptional comfort, 360° functionality and 
accessibility from all sides. Combining Italian craftsmanship with fashion expertise, BRIXX is fully upholstered in a 
luxurious, 50% recycled fabric that’s water-repellent for indoor/outdoor use. Simple yet sophisticated, the collection 
features a refined material mix, playful accessories and appealing graphic contrasts.

Square cushion: This square cushion with removable fabric cover is a key decorative element designed to enhance 
the appealing geometric look of the BRIXX modular system.
Frame: This cushion consists foam and features a removable fabric cover.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Maintenance: To clean the fabric covers, remove them and wash them by hand.

BRIXX
Square cushion

Design by Lorenza Bozzoli | Item code: 95092084

Fabrics

Please see fabric options fact sheet

95092084 + fabric code


